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Abstract

Technology, medical development and increased awareness of maintaining health have extended life expectancies, thereby increasing the elderly population. This increase has resulted in the need for further studies and policies on elderly people, including studies into educational planning for elderly people. In order to ensure an active and successful ageing process, it is therefore important to plan educational programs for the elderly by adopting a common approach, one that is in line with health, sheltering, disability, and social-welfare policies and prioritize the needs of elderly people.
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Mini Review

It is important to benefit from education-based practices to ensure that elderly people live more active lives, carry out self-care independently, and are more satisfied with their lives [1]. Educational activities may constitute a substantial part of elderly people’s daily lives [2] while also contributing to their welfare. In addition, adult education for elderly people plays an important role in improving the abilities and motivation of affected individuals so that they can more effectively maintain connections with social life, cope with daily life problems, and participate in society as autonomous and social individuals. Supporting an active ageing process means realizing learning requirements in old age, creating opportunities to meet these requirements, and ensuring the continuity of the education programs, because learning is equivalent to being productive [3]. However, elderly people are usually unable to access education due to certain reasons, including a lack of elderly educational institutions, a lack of self-confidence among elderly people, and low motivation toward education etc. [2].

Recently studies on elderly education have become more common and have resulted in discussions as to whether elderly education should be evaluated separately from adult education. Some educators indicate that elderly education should be evaluated as a separate category, while others state that such a separation would oppose the content of adult education, and therefore, they should be evaluated together [4]. On the other hand, studies on elderly education generally address determining educational needs and providing recommendations to policymakers. Additionally, education provided to elderly people generally concern health issues [5-10]. However, another important issue in this field is to determine the reasons pertaining to the educational needs of individuals after retirement, as well as the means used to facilitate learning; this will ensure the improvement of educational activities by obtaining more reliable information about the content, process, and method concerned [4]. Legalization of educational services toward elderly people and the allocation public-expenditure resources for education are of primary importance too fast and successful education-planning process. Therefore, a common approach that is in line with health, sheltering, disability, and social-welfare policies and considers the needs and characteristics of elderly people should be adopted during the development of a lifelong learning policy. The following subjects should therefore be considered during the planning of elderly education:

a) Differences between the age groups should be considered to achieve successful learning environments; and the needs of elderly people should be detected and evaluated during the preparation of education programs.
b) The interests, abilities, desires, experiences, needs, and motivation of elderly people should be determined by providing various options.

c) Elderly people both need and want to be active in sharing experiences and making decisions. It is therefore critical to listen to and understand elderly people, as well as to benefit from their knowledge and experience. Educators should involve elderly people in every stage of the educational process.

d) Studying skills, memory techniques, and learning approaches that participants can use in various ways should be improved. Answering questions should be encouraged during education and positive feedback should be provided to develop elderly people's sense of competence [11-13].

e) The education provided should aim to strengthen elderly people's ability to look after themselves and should support their adoption of the principle of lifelong learning. Accordingly, education programs that support active ageing and appeal to the elderly people will be conducted using entertaining methods throughout the learning and educating process.

f) Both formal and informal entities should exclusively support the provision of education for elderly people and ensuring the validation of education. Continuous education should be adopted as a citizenship objective.

g) The process-rather than the results-of education should be considered. Moreover, the focus should be on subject-oriented models that accept the eagerness of the elderly regarding their education, as well as on educational objectives.

h) Education programs should be prepared in a way that facilitates elderly people's developmental periods and transition to developmental tasks; in particular, they should help participants cope with the difficulties arising from developmental tasks. All these acquisitions will keep the cognitive functions—such as obtaining information and memorizing—active, as these are used during education.

i) Involving elderly people in all stages of an educational program's development and management—which are determination of the educational needs, planning, implementation, and evaluation—will make a significant contribution to the progress of the subject.
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